Multiple code plugins on a single WYSIWYG page not correctly parsed
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Subject
Multiple code plugins on a single WYSIWYG page not correctly parsed

Version
9.x
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• Error
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Wiki Plugin (extends basic syntax)
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Syntax highlighter (Codemirror)
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Description
When adding a single code plugin section onto a WYSIWYG page, everything is parsed and highlighted correctly. When adding a second code plugin section to that same page in the WYSIWYG editor, the first code plugin get "destroyed" - the XML tags in the code plugin etc are converted to &lt; instead of <

This old mailing list thread describes the problem:

Apparently this has not yet been fixed with Tiki 9.6

Importance
8

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance

Ticket ID
4978

Created
Sunday 24 November, 2013 21:41:16 GMT-0000

LastModif
Monday 25 November, 2013 05:23:38 GMT-0000

Comments

Pascal St-Jean 25 Nov 13 05:23 GMT-0000
thank you for the report, would it be possible for you to use Tiki Show to see if this works in version 12.

if so then we will backport the solution if possible. There has been lots of work done on the WYSIWYG between version 9 and 12 of tiki

thank you

mekko 25 Nov 13 13:06 GMT-0000
Pascal, could you please explain how I can create another Tiki Show instance to test with version 12? I destroyed the 9.6 instance hoping to be able to create a new instance but this did not work.

Thanks!

Pascal St-Jean 25 Nov 13 19:25 GMT-0000
normally destroying the show instance should allow you to create another one. I'll send this to the SHOW Team so that the can manually remove the instance so that you can create the Tiki 12 instance

thank you
mekko 26 Nov 13 15:42 GMT-0000

Please do! This Problem is really urgent and very important to my Team. I would try to fix it myself but cannot seem to find the solution.

Thank you very much!

mekko 26 Nov 13 16:11 GMT-0000

Hi Pascal,

I have tested this with the Demo of Tiki 12 now.
The HTML entity conversion seems to be partly fixed. At least when displaying the code plugin(s) in the WYSIWYG editor, these work ok now - if I add an &lt;xml&gt; tag around my whole xml markup that should be displayed. So backporting this (and ideally letting me know where to find it so I can replace it myself in my current Tiki immediately) would be VERY helpful already.

However, when double-clicking the plugin to edit the code, the HTML entities are all escaped which is another problem for my users.

Note for reproduction: I have "Allow HTML" and "WYSIWYG editor" enabled. I disabled the use of wiki syntax in WYSIWYG pages.

Many thanks for your help in advance!

Attachments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>filename</th>
<th>created</th>
<th>hits</th>
<th>comment</th>
<th>version</th>
<th>filetype</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tiki9.6_entityConversionProblem.png</td>
<td>26 Nov 13 16:20 GMT-0000</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiki12_entity_conversion.png</td>
<td>26 Nov 13 16:21 GMT-0000</td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item4978-Multiple-code-plugins-on-a-single-WYSIWYG-page-not-correctly-parsed